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11 May 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: DCI Staff Meeting, 11 May 1992 (U)

1. The DDCI chaired the meeting in the absence of the 
DCI. He mentioned that the DCI was traveling thia morning 
and would be back this afternoon. (AIUO)
x---- ThKnSA/DCTyrXR commehted'that^the^ coordinat ion
battle with State on the agreement for dealing with th*

// 3. The DDO reported that he had a very productive
// three-hour session with Congressman Norm Dicks (of HPSCI) on 
/ / Saturday morning at Headquarters. He told the Deputy 
/ / Director that the discussion centered on proliferation and 

that Mr. Dicks had some very good questions. He mentioned 
that he thought that D/OCA spent some time later with the 
Congressman discussing budget issues. (C)

4. The Comptroller mentioned that she believes that the 
HAC overview on the IC budget, currently scheduled for 
Wednesday, will be cancelled. She also told the staff that 
she has received questions from OMB regarding the "perks'*  
issue. She will holdoff responding to the OMB inquiry until 
the congressional questions on this issue have been answered. 
(IU0)
t 5. The VC/NIC/EVAL reported that the DDCI will be 
meeting with the Military Advisory Panel at noon today. He 
put in a pitch for the DDCI's assistance in asking the group 
to take a broader perspective on evaluation. He then 
concluded his remarks by offering the NIC’s assistance to the 
DDCI in his task on satellite requirements. The DDCI 
mentioned that he was grateful for the offer of assistance 
and that he will give the staff a status report on this 
matt_er__at- the end of the meeting. (C)-------------- --------- --
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6. 
today in 
and will 
(0)

The DD/PAI told the staff that the DCI'a 
St. Petersburg is getting a lot of media 
probably be reported widely in the press

7. The DDI reported that his directorate is 
monitoring three areas: closely 

the Philippines, Tajikistan, and

speech 
attention 
tomorrow.

8. The DD/OCA announced that the Director will testify 
before Senator Glenn's Governmental Affairs Committee on the 
JFK assassination tomorrow. He told the staff that the DCI 
intends to release the redacted Oswald file at the hearing 
and that that can be expected to create a media splash. He 
also mentioned that the DCI will, testify before Chairman 
Conyers' House Government Operations Committee on the same 
subject "bn Friday. The DD/OCA concluded his remarks by 
mentioning that the HPSCI will be marking up the budget 
legislation tomorrow and that the D/OCA is presently meeting 
with Congressman Dicks in a follow-on session—talas 
Saturday.(IDO

*9. The General Counsel reported that she is making 
sgme progress on the reporting guidelines for intelligence 
reports containing conversations of Congressional personnel. 
She told the DDCI that the White House federalists are still 
presenting some resistance, but she predicted that the matter 
would be resolved by next week. The DDCI commented that it 
is not the best time—during an election year—for the White 
House to be picking a fight with Congress. The General 
Counsel concluded that she will be meeting shortly with Rich 
Haver to review the draft DCID on the Intelligence Community 
reorganization. The DDCI asked her to give him a copy of the 
draft. (C)
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10. ’ The DDA reported that an OL officer 
hospitalized for emergency surgery in 1 :ia. He
also reported that a recent media article on an environmental 
spill on Agency property was in error. The spill—all 
cleaned up now—was in 1990 and was proportionately smaller 
than reported in the article. (C)

11. The ADDS&T mentioned..that the three operating 
satellite® -

\W/

12. The DDCI concluded the meeting by giving the staff 
a status report on his activities on the reviews of the NRO

13.. ing "Attendees: Admiral * * William oVstudeman

x^^jjlia^OoyostMcNeilb 
Executive Secretary

cc: DCI 
DDCI . 
EXDIR

*follow-up required

(DDCI); Hugh Montgomery (SA/DCI/FIR); Tom Twetten (DDO); 
Helene Boatner (Comptroller); Samuel Hoskinson (VC/NIC/EVAL); 
Eileen Roach Smith (DD/PAI); John Helgerson (DDI); Page 
Moffett '(DD/OCA); Elizabeth Rindskopf (GC); Fred Hitz (IG); 
Frank Ruocco (DDA); Gary Goodrich (ADDS&T); Janice Williams 
(EA/DCI—attended the latter part of the meeting, beginning 
with the DDl's remarks); Hythia Young (SA/DCI/EEO); Neal 
Wolin (SA/DCI); Parker Schofield (EA/DDCI); and Phyllis 
McNeil (ES) . (C).
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SUBJECT: DCI Staff Meeting, 11 May 1992

Other Dissemination; (FOR ACTION)
Para 9 - GC
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